Differences observed using Set 1 probes on the left column, using Set 2 probes on the middle column and using Set 1 without the p16 probe on the right column. Boxes indicate the lower and upper boundaries of the 2nd and 3rd quartiles, whiskers indicate 95% confidence intervals, white dots indicate outliers. p12, p23 and p13 respectively stand for the p-values from paired t-tests between the first and second time points, the second and third, and the first and third respectively. P-values were not corrected for multiple testing.
Supplementary Figure 15: Bootstrapped diversity-based classification of progressors.
Percentage of all simulations each progressor is correctly identified. Boxes indicate the lower and upper boundaries of the 2nd and 3rd quartiles, whiskers indicate 95% confidence intervals, white dots indicate outliers. For each sample with n1 and n2 cells scored at the 1 st and 2 nd time point, respectively, we generated 1,000 draws of n1 cells and 1,000 draws of n2 cells from the pooled distribution of n1+n2 cells. Red dots represent the percentage of the 2,000 total draws in which each progressor was identified as highrisk using the thresholds defined using 1 st time point diversity measures (> median or upper quartile as high risk). Supplementary Table 1 : Sample with significant differences in diversity compared to expectations from sampling bias. Z = Z-score of observed change in diversity compared to resampled distribution; p= p-value; Corrected p = Bonferroni corrected p-value. Red indicates a diversity increase, yellow a decrease, green highlights significance. 
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